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Greenlight
Pinellas
means
more
opportunities

Commercial
Photography
offered at
PTC

Go to myptec.org
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
The Commercial Photography Technology program
at Pinellas Technical College
(PTC) gives shutterbugs the
opportunity to explore the
world of commercial and creative photography. The
course, available at the St.
Pete campus, is 1600 course
hours and is divided into two
parts.
“We start with the basics,
the exposure triangle, how to
learn the camera manually,”
said instructor Michael Landes. “We don’t want to use automatic. Our mantra is to get
it right in the camera.”
Students are required to
have their own cameras so
they can work off campus,
and although Nikon or
Canon are the industry standards, they could have another type if they so desire,
Landes explained.
Though computer programs are part of the course,
Landes, who also has a film
background,
said
that
the issue he sees with photographers today is that they
spend too much time in postproduction and behind the
See PTC, page 4

L-R, Julandis Kendrick, Demetrius Lowe, Chief Anthony Holloway, Damari Lowe and Deric Gainer
from the Guide Right Program of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity.


BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
This Monday marked 60
days in office for St. Petersburg’s new police chief and
he celebrated by making
good on his promise to hold
an open forum.
The Carter G. Woodson African American Museum, located at 2240 9th
Ave. S., housed more than
40 residents all-waiting to

get their personal questions
answered on everything
from new police policies to
crime in their neighborhood.
It’s called Chatting with
the Chief, but before taking
on individual questions,
Chief Anthony Holloway
gave a few words on his particular style of law enforcement.
“A lot of people have
been asking questions,”
said Chief Holloway. “Well,

I’m here to tell you that we
are here to help you and
vice versa. We can’t do it
alone.”
So what exactly does he
mean by that?
He wants police officers
to get out in the community
and talk to its residents. In
fact he expects this to be 90
percent of a police officer’s
job.
“If I had my choice I
wish I could keep these
handcuffs in this pouch,” he

Rev. Louis Murphy, Sr.

said stating that in only
seven percent of their calls
does he feel that arrests are
necessary and only as a last
resort. And the final three
percent? He reserves that
for those unfortunate times
when weapons have to be
drawn in order to keep the
community and its officers
safe.
“We cannot do this
alone,” he continued playing
hardball on community inSee CHIEF, pages 9

The Heritage Trail three-day festival
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The three-day celebration
of St. Petersburg’s new
African- American Heritage
Trail kicked off Friday at
the Dr. Carter G. Woodson
African American Museum, located at 2240 9th
Ave. S.
For the past two years
community
members
have been diligently
working to provide St. Petersburg with a history of
the local African Ameri-

can community.
“Many of us are not
aware of the rich history in
this community,” said
Gwen Reese, president of
the African American Heritage Association. “Many of
us are not aware of the sacrifices and the contributions African Americans
have made.”
After sitting down
to a meal of authentic
Louisiana gumbo, catered
by the Deuces newest
restaurant, Chief’s Creole
Café, Reese took a moment
at the VIP Garden Recep-

Act III
tion to honor and thank all
the sponsors that made the
Heritage Trail possible.
St. Petersburg College



Associate Provost of the
Midtown Campus, Tyrone
Clinton, proudly spoke on
See TRAIL, page 5

BY REV. LOUIS MURPHY
Guest Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
When I talk to opponents
about Greenlight Pinellas, I
have heard them say that
the plan will hurt the poor.
They say the tax swap is
“regressive” because of the
increase in sales tax, and
they complain that the light
rail doesn’t serve south
county.
I looked into it, because
these are not idle concerns,
and what I found is that
Greenlight Pinellas will
help our community’s poorest residents the most, in
many ways.
It means our workers
will have affordable transportation to work in all
parts of the county, especially for those working late
shifts and weekends.
It gives our elders and
grandmothers
raising
grandchildren more security for themselves and
their children, with welllighted, safer stops and
faster transit.
It means our young people and students can
broaden their world, connecting to culture, enterSee GREENLIGHT, page 7



                                                                     

Hires Hairstyling




3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713
Open Tuesday – Friday
6 AM until 6 PM
Losing Hair- Scalp treatments can help
Wigs need shampoo – cut to fit your face

Call (727) 642-7475
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Calling all shutterbugs
From PTC, page 1

computer, so he tries to limit
that.
“We do introduce students to Photoshop and Lightroom,” he said, “and they’re
very necessary. Lightroom is
the preferred editing program, and then we take the
choice, refined images into
Photoshop. But this is not a
Photoshop or a Lightroom
class.”
Also in the first half of
the course students will get a
feel for composition and learn
to recognize line, shape and
form. They’ll develop a sense
of a direction of light and
learn about processing images and presentation, with
various borders and strokes.
In the second part of the
course students learn the art
of portrait photography.
“We have a nice portrait
facility,” Landes said. “One
thing I see that’s escaping
now is people don’t have studios anymore, so they don’t
know about proper studio
portrait concepts like facial
angles and lighting patterns.”
The program includes
commercial photography,
where students learn how to
photograph ovals, rectangles,
architecture and glass, Landes explained. In addition,
students discover their creative sides by delving into the
world of artistic photography.
Often, fellow PTC students
will pose as models in conceptual, artistic photographs.
Landes, an award-winning
photographer himself, encourages his students to enter
their creative photos in contests.
His
students’
high showings speak to his
ability as an instructor.
“One of my greatest joys is
when I get beaten by my own
students!” he admitted, laughing.
Many local organizations
like the Tampa Area Professional Photographers Association (TAPPA) hold such

competitions. Landes, a life
member of the Florida Professional Photographers, said he
is a big believer in professional associations.
“In Florida we have a
great state association,” he
said, “and there are local associations under that state umbrella.”
As an essential part of the
course, students will learn the
business of photography,
which includes pricing for
their work and business
plans.
“I’m a firm believer that
photographers should be paid
like doctors and attorneys!”
Landes exclaimed. “Unfortunately, technology has hurt
us. People think that if I have
a digital camera and have
Photoshop at home, then why
should I hire a photographer?”
Nonetheless, he asserted
that the program at PTC is a
first rate way for students to
learn the art and business of
photography.
“One of the main benefits
of our program is that we
teach everything if not more
than the art institutes do at a
fraction of the price,” he said.
“It’s very economical for the
student.”
Landes said that advisors
will relate potential job openings, but did concede that it
can be a “tough niche” and
that students are better off
going out on their own and
building their business. If
nothing else, students can
learn a craft that can often
earn them money.
“With photography you
can always supplement your
income,” he said. “Some of
the greatest photographers in
this area are PTC graduates—Carol
Walker
at
Thomas Bruce Studio, Rob
Moorman at Moorman
Photographics and Aaron
Lockwood at Lockwood Photography in St Pete. So we

have had graduates move on,
and some will supplement
their income and some students are here for life enrichment and self-improvement.”
Landes had his studio in
Bartow for 27 years, where he
taught professionals before
coming to PTC five years ago.
He said students ranging from
high school kids to senior citizens comprise his class, and he
always draws inspiration from
his students—and vice versa.
“I had no clue how students can inspire the instructor and in turn the instructor
turns it right back around and
inspires them!” he said enthusiastically. “There are probably many benefits to this
program that aren’t even photography related. Just being
involved in the creative atmosphere with different age
groups and different backgrounds, cultures, and that
type of thing. I’m a big believer of group learning.”
Part of the course is available online for those who may
have busy schedules, and
PTC has an articulation
agreement with St. Pete College, where students can even
earn college credit through
the photography course.
Landes would like to encourage everyone to come
out and see what’s happening not only with the photography program but with PTC
in general.
“The world does not seem
to know about us,” he
stated. “We are very proud of
our photography department
and I would love for the community to take advantage of
the opportunity.”
If you’re interested in exploring this career path,
please visit myptec.org or call
727-893-2500. Financial aid is
available. See ad below.
To reach Frank Drouzas,
email fdrouzas@theweeklychallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
African American Heritage Trail Festival
From TRAIL, page 1

behalf of the college that
was a platinum sponsor for
the celebration weekend
event. Silver sponsors such
as the Pinellas Suncoast
Transit Authority and
bronze sponsor, Community Health Centers of Pinellas, came forward to receive
acknowledgement for their
contributions to the kickoff
event.
“Without our primary
sponsors, this weekend
would not be taking place,”
said Reese who continued to
call up members of the community who had a hand in
either planning the event or
backing it monetarily.
Michael Labruyere a
graphic designer out of Colorado designed the 20
markers that line the trail.
“Michael was invested in
this project,” said Reese
who acknowledged that
Labruyere quickly realized
how important the project
was. “It’s something his
spirit, his heart, as well as
his creative talent were all
invested in.”
The markers highlight
former businesses and
shops that used to be in the
area during the time of segregation. Complete with period photos, they serve as a
reminder of how it was for
those who lived along 22nd
Street South when St. Petersburg’s history wasn’t so
rosy and as a time machine
to the past for those too
young to remember the rich
history of those who came
before them.
“We have the best
African American heritage
trail in the country,” said
Reese. “The very best.”

Labruyere who plans to
be very involved with the
second part of the trail,
Methodist Town, was presented with a plaque.
Jon Wilson, vice president of the African American Heritage Association
and The Weekly Challenger
historical column writer was
also in attendance. His articles of the rich AfricanAmerican history in St.
Petersburg have engaged
many and offered people
the opportunity to learn
about the history of the
community.
“We have a lot to be
proud of,” said Reese who believes it is the community’s
duty to spread the word
about the African-American
history that took place here
in St. Petersburg. We have a
lot to teach our children, a lot
to teach the city.”
The second day of the
festival brought out the
Mayor Rick Kriseman to
kick off a day of entertainment, guided tours, good
food and wares with the
plethora of vendors that
showed up and a reunion of
African-American nurses
from 1947 to the present day.
(The complete reunion will
be in next week’s edition).
On Sunday the Singin’
and Swingin’ Sunday Gospel
Brunch took place at
Sylvia’s Restaurant. A jazz
program presented by the
Al Downing Tampa Bay
Jazz Association took place
in the evening at the Manhattan Casino.
If you missed the threeday weekend full of history,
culture and civic pride, don’t
fret. The markers that line

22nd Street South and 9th
Avenue South are a permanent part of the landscape to
be enjoyed anytime you’d
like.
The Heritage Trail depicts African American life
from the time when the first
black person, John Donaldson, came to Pinellas County
back in 1868. It continues
through the first 100 years of
the African American presence in St. Petersburg.
The 22nd Street
South Heritage Trail
The first trail focuses on
the commercial corridor of
22nd Street S. and includes
local businesses, such as
Harden’s Grocery and the
Sno-Peak Drive In, as well
as local entertainment facilities like the Royal Theatre
and the Manhattan Casino,
which brought in nationally
accredited jazz and Gospel
musicians including Louis
Armstrong, Count Basie,
James Brown, Ray Charles,
Duke
Ellington,
Ella
Fitzgerald and Mahalia
Jackson just to name a few.
The 22nd Street South
rail also features Mercy
Hospital, one of the first
African-American hospitals
in the area, and a number of
medical offices built and occupied by doctors who
played a significant role in
breaking the color barrier
and promoting the Civil
Rights Movement in St. Petersburg. The 22nd street
Trail is approximately 1.25
miles and includes 10 trail
stops.
The
9th
Avenue
South Heritage Trail
The 9th Avenue Heritage Trail focuses on the

educational and religious institutions of the neighborhood that centered along
9th Avenue South. With
nine historic African-American churches along the trail,
9th Avenue South served as
the religious center of the
community.
In addition to these
churches, stops include the
recently restored Jordan Elementary School, the oldest
remaining historic AfricanAmerican school in the city.
Other sites along the trail include civic clubs such as the
Fannye Ayer Ponder Council House and the Pallbearer’s Hall, as well as
Happy Worker’s Day Nursery. This trail is approximately 1.25 miles long with
10 trail stops.
The complete guide
along with an interactive
map of the trail is available
at www.stpete.org/AAHTrails
To reach Holly Kestenis,
email hkestenis@theweeklychallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Head Start Awareness celebration
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Staff Writer

The celebration Head Start Awareness kicked off at the former Jordan Park Elementary School, which is currently Jordan Park Head Start Center with 50 years of
service to youth in this community. Jordan Elementary served as the catalyst for
many adults now actively involved in the Tampa Bay area.

Shawn Reid, Vice President of Operations
The Mayor of St. Petersburg,
for LSF Head Start, Amy Crumble, Executive Rick Kriseman donated his time
Director for Pinellas County LSF Head Start,
during the celebration to
Rick Kriseman, Mayor of St. Petersburg,
read out loud to the Head Start
Louis A. Finney, Jr., Executive Vice President
Pre-Kindergarten children at
of Children & Head Start Services
Jordan Park.

LSF Children & Head Start Services Health
team preparing to provide information
to the Pinellas County community
that attended the Head Start
Awareness celebration.

The Chief Operating Officer of
LSF Children & Head Start
Services, Chris Card and the
Executive Director for Pinellas
County, Amy Crumble

Sgt. Larry Hordge and Officer Tan
Blackshear of the St. Petersburg Police
Department were also in attendance as
guest speakers.

Former Head Start Employee,
Pastor Dorothy Everett,
provided the audience
with the invocation.

NO COST MEDICAID &
MEDICARE REVIEWS
727-327-9881 • 3535 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

H EALTH & WELLNESS
• Prevention • Awareness • Education •
•Testing • Counseling • Referrals •
HELP - US - HELP - U • Access
Food Stamp Application/SNAP
Medicaid Application - Recertification

727.403.3366
www.helpushelpuinc.org
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REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Can there be more than one truth?
Praise the Lord Saints.
Last time I spoke on the spiritual
blessing of the gift of speaking in
tongues and its importance.
But, since that time, I’ve come to understand that the societal issues that we
are facing and have been facing for over
25 years goes even deeper than that
alone.
To nutshell it, Jesus commanded the
disciples to go to Jerusalem in to the
Upper Room until they got His Spirit.
He did not and would not use them to
spread the Gospel until they had His
Spirit, His Power. Read Acts 2 in its entirety.
Once they received His Gift, then
and only then could He use them for the
work ahead, which was to seek and to
save the lost.
On to the next main issue.
Over the past 14 years I have been involved in the apostolic way or methodology of conducting church services.
While my family and I have grown in
leaps and bounds in our understanding
of the scriptures and spiritual matters, I
must say there is a cloud hanging over
the church with regards to what is biblical and what is spiritual. Later I will discuss the difference and believe me they
are not the same, not even close.
Some will attack another organization and say they are the only ones
preaching the truth but that statement
must be supported with biblical facts to
back it up. There is so much cat fighting
that they can’t even come together for
conventions, convocations or whatever
term they use.
The interesting thing about this is if
you look deeply into their practices you
will find “issues” that don’t line up from
the standpoint that you can use scripture
to prove what they say.
It’s close but “Almost Right is Always
Wrong”!
When it comes to the things of God
you must decide, 2 Tim 3:16 All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness: 17 That the man of God may be
perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all
good works.
And Revelation 22:18 For I testify
unto every man that heareth the words
of the prophecy of this book, If any man
shall add unto these things, God shall
add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: 19 And if any man shall
take away from the words of the book of
this prophecy, God shall take away his
part out of the book of life, and out of the
holy city, and from the things which are
written in this book.

If you do not accept these two passages of scripture then you might as well
stop reading my column. But know this,
if what I say bothers you to the point you
think I’m wrong prove it to me from the
bible and I will change my views. I can
assure, all I say is divinely inspired and
it would prove futile to attempt it.
It’s my goal and desire to empower
you with revelation knowledge from a
biblical perspective and not opinion,
emotion, feeling or the like. It has no
place when it comes to the things of
God.
I also know things I write strike at
the very heart of what most churches
preach and teach but all I can say to that
is have your pastor or leader prove what
I’m saying to not be accurate according
to the bible and not their title, position,
or number of years they have been behind the pulpit.
I had a 70 plus year old pastor tell me
it wasn’t until the past three years that
God revealed truths to him that he had
believed to be wrong. He had been leading a church for over 30 years and saved
even longer but had the humility and integrity to admit he had been wrong all
these years.
If only the body of clergy in this city
and community could come to that level
of humility, our neighborhoods, schools,
families, and kids would be so much better off. But ego and pride are very powerful tools Satan uses to keep
communities imprisoned and divided.
1 Timothy 3:1-7
1 This is a true saying, if a man desire the office of a bishop, he desireth a
good work. 2 A bishop then must be
blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good behaviour, given to
hospitality, apt to teach; 3 Not given to
wine, no striker, not greedy of filthy
lucre; but patient, not a brawler, not covetous; 4 One that ruleth well his own
house, having his children in subjection
with all gravity; 5 (For if a man know not
how to rule his own house, how shall he
take care of the church of God?) 6 Not a
novice, lest being lifted up with pride he
fall into the condemnation of the devil. 7
Moreover he must have a good report of
them which are without; lest he fall into
reproach and the snare of the devil.
According to God, this is what has to
be in place if a person wants to be a
church leader, pastor, bishop, whatever
title is given to that person.
Next week we will address it line by
line and hopefully grow together.
Till next week,
God Bless.
Dr. Rob

Hillsborough County to
honor community activist
Queen Richardson Miller
TAMPA — Hillsborough County Social Services
Department
will
dedicate the Queen Miller
Suite in the Lee Davis Community Resource Center
Mon, Oct. 20 at 10 a.m.
The center is located at
3402 N. 22nd St. in Tampa.
Miller will be recognized and commended for
her contributions and support to families advocating
for health care and social
services programs for citizens to improve our community. The public is
invited to attend.
She has been involved
in civic activities in Hillsborough County for more
than six decades. Passionate about serving the needs
of the most impoverished
and deserving citizens in
the East Tampa/College
Hill community, she played
an integral part in the creation of the Lee Davis Community Resource Center.
In the 1970s, while
Chair of the Lee Davis
Health Consumer Council,
she voiced to our County
Commissioners,
Mayor
and members of the business community about the
need for this health and social services facility.
Miller is a former ele-

Most
encouraging,
PSTA staff are working
with 2020 leaders to ensure that – as new jobs are
created and generated by
the Greenlight Plan – job
seekers in South St. Petersburg will have a direct
link to those opportunities, through hiring stations at places like PTEC
and the Pinellas County
Urban League.
Greenlight has my support for all of the reasons
above; and I encourage
every voter to take the
time to review the Greenlight Pinellas Plan, and
learn more about how taxpayers across Pinellas
County will share in this
new vision.
Learn
more
at
http://www.voteyesforgreenlight.org
Rev. Louis M. Murphy,
Sr., is a Senior Pastor at
Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist.

Following the ceremony, all attendees are invited to tour the Queen
Miller Suite and enjoy light
refreshments, courtesy of
St. John MB Church and
the NAACP Hillsborough
County Branch.
For more information
regarding this event, contact Albert Coleman at
(813) 276-2637.

WITH

US!

CUSTOMIZED ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS

From GREENLIGHT, page 1

benefit to our community;
and I believe that what it
will cost taxpayers is a wise
investment in increasing
the strength of our community’s economy.
Unless and until we
begin to join hands with diverse groups to invest in
new approaches to economic growth, unemployment in our community
will remain at unacceptably high levels, like the
19% reported by County
officials in 2012 for South
St. Petersburg.
PSTA officials have already begun to make
Greenlight a reality in
South St. Petersburg. In
addition to adding new
bus service to the 22nd
Street corridor, PSTA officials worked with 2020
leaders and the Pinellas
Opportunity Council to increase youth employment
last summer. They plan to
do so again in 2015.

mentary school educator in
Hillsborough County and
Gadsden County. She attended Gibbs Junior College, Florida A & M
University and the University of South Florida. She
has supported the needs of
families and, after retiring,
worked tirelessly in the
community and her church
St. John MB Church.

CON N ECT

Greenlight Pinellas means more buses and
more opportunities for our citizens

tainment, school and career opportunities more
readily.
And it means our business people have a better
chance to take part in the
growing network of commerce, from downtown to
Midtown to the beaches.
In concrete terms, if
Greenlight
Pinellas
passes, PSTA expects to
increase bus service by 65
percent, including the expansion of trolley and bus
service on the 22nd and
16th Street corridors, to
the new African American
Heritage Trail, and to
other corridors.
It will make some
45,000 jobs in the county
accessible to Southside
workers who either don’t
have cars or don’t have the
gas money to search for
and keep a job in midcounty or north-county locations.
All of the above is a

Queen Richardson Miller
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EDITORIAL
Darryl Rouson: The reality of today’s Amendment 2:
Florida education market
Florida’s smoking gun
ST. PETERSBURG –
Published: October 5, 2014,
in the Tampa Tribune. A
lawsuit recently filed by the
Florida Education Association has opened what I
hope will be a muchneeded public discussion
about the direction of public education in Florida.
The FEA lawsuit seeks
to end Corporate Tax
Credit scholarships, offered to about 70,000 students from low-income
Florida families to attend
private schools. If the
union’s suit, which has
been
dismissed,
succeeded, these 70,000 children would have been
evicted from their schools.
The average income of
these families is $25,000;
over 70 percent of them are
black and Hispanic.
My view is to support
parents seeking what they
believe is the best education for their children.
Some seek alternatives and
choices offered by charter
and private schools while
other parents want their
children to receive a public
school education. With that
in mind, I will continue my
strong support for public
education, including increased funding, as well as
supporting CTC scholarships and charter schools.
During the 2015 Legislative Session, I will file a
bill to restore funding of
our public schools to 2007
per-pupil levels from revenue generated by the Internet sales tax, already on
the books, collected and
earmarked for grades K-12.
After all, my favorite
teacher growing up was a
Pinellas County public
school teacher — my
mother.
As a parent and a state
legislator who represents a
district that is 47 percent
African-American and 19
percent Hispanic, I see
daily the challenged education system and understand
that there is not a one-sizefits-all solution.
For example, there is a
private school in my district
founded several years ago
where enrollment has
grown to 61 students. Parents of these students had
a choice, and they made
the decision to attend a private school instead of a
challenged and often failing
public school. Of the 61 students who attend this
school, 59 receive CTC
scholarships. If the FEA
lawsuit succeeded, this

BY REVEREND O’NEAL
DOZIER

school would have to close
its doors, returning the 59
African-American students
back to the schools from
which they fled.
The CTC scholarships
serve less than 3 percent of
Florida’s K-12 students, and
the program costs less than
2 percent of the state’s K-12
budget. According to studies of test scores by Northwestern University, these
children are the worst performers in our public
schools. Once on scholarship, they show gains equal
to children of all incomes
— even wealthy ones.
The state constitution
says providing an education to our children is a
“paramount duty.” But
today there are options.
“Public education” used to
mean one thing: district
schools that were fairly uniform, with children assigned
to
them
by
neighborhood. The definition of public education is
changing
rapidly.
In
Florida, over 40 percent of
students funded by taxpayers now don’t attend their
assigned district school.
We have magnets, virtual
schools and dual enrollment with universities and
community colleges. We
also have programs where
children attend private
schools, utilizing McKay
Scholarships for specialneeds children.
In Pinellas County, for
example, charter schools
offer parents another option to educate their children.
Sadly,
Pinellas
County schools had just a
56 percent graduation rate
for black males one year
ago. All of us share the
blame for tolerating this
failure.
Are there problems
with charter schools? Absolutely, as we know there
are with public schools as
well. Are there different

The Weekly Challenger
 


standards? Certainly. Well,
then, let’s fix that, and provide a standardized testing
system for everyone who
receives state funds or
credits.
Pinellas County schools
had its first enrollment increase in years because of
aggressive marketing to attract students with invitation-only open houses and
direct mailers. Even with
this, the bulk of the increase was in charter
schools — 171 versus just
seven for traditional programs. This shows competition works and can help
improve the whole education system. The Pinellas
school system also recently
announced five more magnet programs with plans for
more. Many of these
schools are replicating successes used in Pinellas private schools. An open
approach helps identify
best practices such as sending tablets and iPads home
with students, tailoring education uniquely to each
student. For instance, some
private schools in Pinellas
focus on technology and
some on languages, such
as Canterbury School,
which has intensive programs in Mandarin and
Spanish.
This is the reality of the
education market today.
Education is not the
same today as when my
mother taught, nor will it
be the same when our children teach. Nor should we
want it to be.
Let us embrace technology, choice and also be
strong advocates for our
public schools so all children in Florida can receive
the best education.
State Rep. Darryl E.
Rouson, D-St. Petersburg,
represents District 70, which
includes parts of Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas
and Sarasota counties.





 

Pot, weed, reefer,
grass—whatever you call
it, it is still marijuana!
Florida voters will
soon vote on whether or
not to legalize it for “medical” use under Amendment 2.
This
dangerous
Amendment must be
viewed in the context of
its impact on the quality
of life for Floridians—especially children. It signals a potential turning
point in our state’s history.
Under the pretense of
helping the sick, Amendment 2 would label marijuana
“medicine”
resulting in it being dispensed, not just to the socalled sick, but to
children of all ages as
well—without parental
consent!
I support efforts to
help those suffering from
real debilitating illnesses,
but Amendment 2 goes
far beyond that worthy
cause. It is nothing more
than “smoking gun” evidence of a back door attempt
to
legalize
recreational use of marijuana in Florida.
We cannot afford to
make this wrong turn!
So why is it so dangerous?
After reviewing the
full text of this Amendment—and not just the
deceptive ballot summary— I agree!
In addition to not
telling us that the Amendment does NOT require a
doctor’s prescription, just
a certification; or, that it
gives a broad grant of immunity from civil and
criminal liability to those
who dispense, sell or use
pot , it also:
Allows so-called “caregivers” with NO required
medical training and NO
background checks to
dispense medical pot—
even if they are drug dealers—as long as they are
at least 21 years of age.
Places NO restrictions
on the location of socalled “medical marijuana
treatment centers” (“pot
shops”)—that could locate near a store or
school in your neighborhood; and,
Imposes NO age limit
on users;
Allows teens to get
marijuana
WITHOUT
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parental consent; and,
Permits marijuana to
be put into food such as
brownies and snacks
which can be accidently
ingested by children.
How many “caregivers” and “pot shops”
are we talking about?
The Florida Department of Health estimates
that there will be nearly
24,000 “caregivers” in
Broward;
34,000
in
Miami-Dade; and 15,000
in Palm Beach counties
alone and over 400,000
statewide. As to pot
shops, the estimate for
Broward Miami-Dade and
Palm Beach counties are
168, 239, and 126, respectively and nearly 2,000
statewide!
As one can see, underneath Amendment 2’s
“covers of compassion,”
lays a viperous threat to
the health, safety and
quality of life of our neighborhoods, families and
children. It takes an illegal drug—whose potency
has tripled over the past
twenty years—calls it
medicine—and unleashes
it on an uninformed and
unsuspecting public—and
children.
Parents and grandparents should be concerned
about Amendment 2’s potential negative impact on
children?
According to the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, in 2012, nearly 25
percent of 10th graders
admitted to smoking marijuana. As to the drug itself,
it
said
that
marijuana’s negative effects include impairing
memor y, learning skills;
attention and judgment.
That’s why Amendment 2 is smoking gun evidence of an all-out
cultural and secular war
on our children and families.
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In no way, even under
the pretense of medicine,
should we make marijuana legal in Florida.
It would pose a real
and present danger to all
communities, but especially those in low income
neighborhoods many of
which are already suffering from the ravages of
drug violence, addiction
and poor schools.
At a time when
African-American high
school graduation rates
are below all other ethnic
groups in the our state,
this is no time to give pot
respectability to our
youth by opening the
“medi-pot” flood gates
and making things even
worse.
This is a call to arms,
Florida!
Amendment 2 must be
shot down!
Let them know that we
are not willing to risk the
future of our children!
As South Florida
Times columnist Al Calloway wrote a few months
ago:
“I have rarely met a
dope fiend that didn’t
start out smoking weed.
I’m talking pill poppers to
heroin addicts, coke
sorters to crack and
opium smokers. People
who smoke marijuana
sooner or later tends to
dabble with other drugs
and many get caught-up.”
And, so it will be with
medical pot.
I urge everyone to
Vote No on Amendment 2!
Reverend
O’Neal
Dozier is Senior Pastor,
The Worldwide Christian
Center Church, Pompano
Beach, Florida; Former
Board
Member,
One
Church, One Child; and,
former Member of the
17th Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission serving Broward County.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Chief Holloway wants to hear from the public

 


From CHIEF, page 1

volvement. “We gotta stop
asking why are so many
Africa-American males are
being arrested and get back
to the question: ‘Why are
they committing crimes?’”
Chief Holloway pointed
to drugs as a huge culprit in
the number of lockups
around the city. Although he
agreed that incarcerating
teens for minor offenses has
to stop because “we all did
something wrong growing
up; we just didn’t get caught
doing it,” he did emphasize
the need for some tough love
in order to get this generation
of teens to get going again.
He shared that even
though he was raised in a single parent home, along with
four siblings, the community
stepped up and enforced the
rules. Something he feels is
lacking in today’s society.
“Ms. Jones would whoop
me just as good as my mom,”
he said stating that children
need rules to follow in order
to stay on the straight and
narrow path. “We have to
come back to those rules.”
The chief of police also
spoke on his, “Park, Walk,
and Talk,” program stating
that since its implementation
some residents are getting
nervous when a police officer
shows up at their house asking questions. Again, it’s part
of that 90 percent talk strategy Holloway is trying to
take root amongst his officers in an effort to show respect to all neighborhoods
and to see what is needed in
each one in order to make
the community a safer place.
Although the chief is set
on individuals following the
laws of the land, he wants the
community to know his officers are there to help, not
snooping around in order to
catch them doing something.
He wants officers to approach the teens of the community in a nonaggressive
nature so that they will be
more comfortable with coming to law enforcement in
times of need.
“I don’t want anyone running away from this badge,”
said Chief Holloway. “I want
you running to this badge.”
The newly appointed police chief opened the rest of
the evening up for individual
questions from the community members that took the

time to come out.
A few questions and answers from the chat session
Phillip Haywood is concerned that his criminal
record is the reason why the
school board will not let him
mentor children, but he feels
that is exactly why he should
be able to because his experience could help keep these
young men and woman off
the street.
Chief Holloway: “I totally
agree. I would like to get a
panel of young men and
women that have gone
through what you’ve gone
through to talk to these children. They need to see that
it’s not Hollywood out
there…I’m going to sit down
and figure out how we can
get a forum together.”
Gwen Reese wanted to
know how the community
could work with law enforcement to change the perception of law enforcement.
Chief Holloway: “That’s
why we are starting Park,
Walk and Talk. All you’ve
seen is an officer coming into
your neighborhood, taking a
report and taking someone
to jail. Let’s get out of our cars
and meet people. We were
going down the right track
before 9/11. We had community policing grants and the
government was giving us
lots of money. We were becoming part of the community. After 9/11 we became
experts in terrorism and we
left the community…We
have to get back into the
community. We will be participating in ride alongs where
you can ride along with an officer to see what he sees.
Also, we are going to try to
open up our home to you. I
want to get a simulator where
you can go in for five minutes
and feel what we feel.”
Louis Williams wanted to
know if we are going to start
some type of diversion program for first time offenders
rather than taking them to
jail.
Chief Holloway: “We are
actually talking about that
now. The mayor and a couple
of the council members are
talking about it. What are we
going to do with children? Instead of arresting little Tony
Holloway for shoplifting,
have him get his community
service hours in; have him
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clean up the neighborhood.
Once he gets his hours in, his
arrest record goes away. “
Darryl Rouson wanted to
know if there is some kind of
diversity recruitment in
place.
Chief Holloway: “We are
aggressive. We actually go to
Bethune-Cookman University, FAMU and the military.
A lot of minorities just do not
want to do this job because
they don’t want to get the
backlash from the community. We have got to start
training that mind the right
way…How do we go find that
young man or young lady at
the age of 18 and show them
where we want to take them.
Maybe we need to start an
academy so that we can give
a job at the age of 19.”
Gwen Brown wanted to
know about the existing programs that help stem the flow
of children going into the
criminal justice system.
Chief Holloway: “We
have a couple of programs,
but it comes down to parent
involvement. I can tell you

this, during football season
we’re all at the stadium because we have the next so
and so kid. We run our kids
to a football practice, but how
many of us will run them to
an educational center.”
One concerned citizen
wanted to know what the
chief was going to do about
the good ol’ boy system in the
police department.
Chief Holloway: “The
good ol’ boy system is everywhere. I let them know that I
will be judging them by the
productivity and how they get
out in the community…I’m
still working my way through.
The best part about it is that
there are 549 officers and I
have no idea who’s who
around there. They have to
prove themselves to me now.”
Space only permits so
many questions and answers,
so come on down to the next
Chatting with the Chief
forum set for December.
Keep reading The Weekly
Challenger to find out what
day and time.
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Our office services Sarasota, St. Petersburg, and
the Tampa Bay Area. Call 727-543-6798
for a free consultation. Visit arobinsonlawfirm.com
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• Child Support
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• Divorce
• Wrongful Termination
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• Chapter 7 Bankruptcy
• Chapter 13 Bankruptcy
• Small Claims
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Great American
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4121 16th St. N., St. Petersburg
greatamerican.biz
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or (727) 521-4372.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Theo Valentin: Jazz stylist extraordinaire
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

CLEARWATER — Her
voice seems to soar to the
ceiling as it encourages the
audience to come along for
the foot-tapping, finger popping journey. Then just as
quickly she and that majestic voice can swallow one up
in despair and sorrow. Her
mellow notes speak of love
lost and times remembered.
Jazz
stylist
Theo
Valentin (pronounced Valenteen) is a mixture of all
emotions coming together
to deliver a powerful performance. “I want someone
to feel what I’m singing,”
she stated.
She will be one of the
featured artists at the 2014
Clearwater Jazz Holiday.
Valentin has made the
Tampa Bay area her home
for more than 25 years.
She hails from Norfolk, Va.,
and was exposed to music
at an early age by her
mother.
“Me and my mom lived
in the projects, but my
mom always had our home
filled with either gospel or
jazz music,” she stated.
“She also made me harmonize on the songs with her,”
Valentin said as she shared
a childhood memory of
when she would close herself off in her room, put on
a blue light and pretend
she was singing in a club.
Valentin started singing
solos from the age of five in
her church choirs, then
high school groups and finally at Norfolk State University where she majored
in voice with a minor in

piano. More importantly it
was there that she encountered her mentor that
would change her life and
impact her future.
She was in the school’s
classical music program,
but one day by chance she
passed the classroom of
Professor Consuela Lee
Moorehead when the professor was teaching jazz
piano. Valentin immediately became enthralled.
“I was engrossed with
her,” she stated. “I would
sit outside of her doorway
to listen to her teach jazz.”
The student–teacher relationship endured through
the years and she even
sang at Moorehead’s funeral, who was the aunt of
director/producer Spike
Lee, at the iconic Ebenezer
Baptist Church in New
York.
Valentin is a jazz enthusiast for all styles of jazz.
She describes swing jazz as
music to dance to, while
straight ahead jazz as being
“the improvisation of the
talent coming out of the
soul.” Today’s contemporary or smooth jazz sound
she feels is for a more “laid
back ambiance.”
Valentin is a sought
after performer in the
music industry and has
performed with many jazz
masters including Tom
Brown, Billy Taylor, Roy
Ayers, Lonnie Liston
Smith, George Benson, and
Jean Carne. She has also
performed at premiere jazz
clubs, venues and festivals
across the nation and
throughout the world including Japan, Turkey, and

Egypt. Currently she is on
tour with the legendary
Norman Connors.
Valentin always pays
homage to the jazz masters
that have come before.
“Nancy Wilson had a grace
and a stage presence in the
way she told a story
through song.” She also
praised Barbara Streisand’s
voice: “you never wanted to
miss one note of what she
sang,” and credits the legendary Miles Davis for
being an innovator who
could “phrase his melodies
and trumpet from the softest to the most intricate
types of music.”
This will be Valentin’s
third year performing at
the Clearwater Jazz Holiday. It is a venue that she
says she loves. “I want to
perform here in Florida because this is where I consider my home,” said the
Tampa Bay resident. “I love
to see and greet the people
that have supported me.”
This is the 33th anniversary of the Clearwater Jazz

Holiday. The first festival
was held in the back of a
flatbed truck and now it is
recognized as one of the
premiere jazz festivals in
the nation.
“I feel like God has

sprinkled a little stardust
on me,” she laughingly
said. “I feel so grateful, I am
overwhelmed. If I didn’t
have music I wouldn’t
know what to do. I am
grateful that God gave me

the gift of a voice.”
Theo Valentin will be
performing on Fri., Oct. 17
at 6 p.m. at the Clearwater
Jazz Holiday Festival. Go to
www.clear waterjazz.com
for more information.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
‘Shadows of the Mind’ Dance repertoire shines at JHOP
BY ALLEN A. BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Tai White was in a car with
a friend four years ago
when he came up with the
idea of “Shadows of the
Mind,” which was performed by the next wave of
local dance and theatre
artists at John Hopkins
Middle School (JHOP) last
Saturday evening.
White shared that 14 of
the 22 dancers were from
JHOP and the other
dancers he had worked
with before. He had to narrow his selection based on
who could best pull off the
routines.
White joined the John
Hopkins Performing Arts
Department as an adjunct
dance instructor under the
leadership of Michelle
Johnson in 2013. He was
not always the creative
kinesthetic ball of movement that graced the stage
last weekend. His move
from New York to St. Petersburg was traumatic for
him as a child.
“I noticed that the
thought patterns between
people from the north and
south were quite different,”
said White. This difference
that White experienced
caused him to withdraw
himself into the world of
only himself and his family.
As he reached his teen
years, the withdrawal
evolved into anger to the
point where he didn’t care
about how he projected
himself because the projection of himself became a
weapon or a tool depending
on how he wanted to use it.
“Growing into a young
man, a lot of things were
going on that I didn’t understand, which made me even
angrier,” said White. So
what could deflate the destructive energy of anger
for White? “It was my relationship with Jesus Christ,”
said White. “It was definitely a spiritual journey for
me to get to where I am

now.”
The explosion of every
color in the rainbow spectrum and the genre of
dance from ballet to spiritual praise in “Shadows of
the Mind” rocked the audience for an hour-and-a-half.
White hopes to take his
showcase overseas in the
near future.
White said that every
now and then he sees a
mini version of himself in
his classes at JHOP.
“When I see certain expressions, I can tell exactly
what that student is thinking because I’ve been there
wearing that same look,”
said White. Some students
are shocked when he tells
them what they are thinking because he’s right.
White has evolved as an
artist, teacher and person
since his earlier years in
south St. Petersburg, but
there will always be detractors.
“First, you have to understand them,” said
White. “They don’t necessarily dislike you. It’s themselves, something that they
wanted to do, but didn’t do
or were afraid to do. Once
you understand that about
them, you can deal with
them better.”
A standing ovation at
the end of the performance
signaled that there were no
haters in the JHOP house.
To reach Allen Buchanan,
email abuchanan@theweeklychallenger.com
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

 







Come Worship With the First Baptist Family





  

  

 









 
1818 29th Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship

11:30 a.m.
 
  

 










 
 

 
 
 







 

Victory Christian Center Church

 



  

    



Sunday School .................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ............6:30 p.m.



Tutoring offered Tuesday &
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

“Learn How To Love
Our City Into The
Kingdom Of God”

Beginning Sunday, Sept. 14 at 6 p.m.
Rev. Sarah Edwards will be teaching a 13-week Certified
Servant Leadership Course for Clergy, Lay Ministers and
Christians of all ages who desire to serve their
neighborhood and city for the glory of God. Synopsis:
Whereas God’s methods are many, His principles are few.
You will be taught how to love our city into the Kingdom
of God by embracing your true value in Christ.
Glad Tidings Assembly Of God Church • Randy Helms, Pastor
4200 17th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713 FMI: 727.323.5017




Wednesday Night Bible Study.......7:30 p.m.








Kingdom Restoration, Inc.

Faith Based Outreach Ministry

 
  

 
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.


Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.




  





 
 
 



  

Need a ride? Our Transportation Ministry is available Sundays and Wednesdays

Sunday School 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Communion - 1st Sunday of each month
New Members Orientation - Sunday at 8:45 a.m.

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus
Christ as our Saviour; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of
God returning to God’s Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His
love among one another.





 


 







 


 



  
 


  

  

 
 

4238 Narvarez Way South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 564-1389




Pastor Shurrea Daniels

 


 
     
  
  





Motto: Restoring One Life At A Time

We provide independent services to young women,
between the ages of 18-21, that have aged out of foster care.
Services Offered:
Community Housing, Life Skills, Financial Planning
Performing Arts and Technical Assistance
We also Offer:
E.V.E. Enrichment Classes on Monday and Wednesday 6-8 p.m.
Every 3rd Saturday Women’s Ministry 1-3 p.m.

Visit Us At http://www.kingdomrestoration.info/

  


 

  
 
 

   

Pastors Dexter and
Wanda McCree
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SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

 
  
 

 
  
  

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015








THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.





Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the community
at large, an invitation to join us as
we celebrate our 83rd church anniversary. Our theme is The
Covenant… 83 Years: God is Still
Faithful (Hebrews 8: 10-12). Our
celebration begins with Family
and Friends Day at St. Mark on
Sun., Oct. 12, as part of the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Highlights
for the kickoff service include
“The Glory Train Skit” and an ice
cream social afterwards in the
Fellowship Hall. Nightly services
are being held Oct. 15-17 at 7.
with Anniversary Finale Services
at 10:45 a.m. on Sun., Oct. 19. We
invite the larger community to
join in celebrating 83 years of the
favor of God with us.
Events for Oct.
Oct. 15-17 - 83rd Church Anniversary Celebration-Theme:
The Covenant… 83 Years and
God is Still Faithful (Hebrews 8:

10-12). The theme song is “Come
Along My Friends, Come Along”
and the celebration colors are
Black/Gold/Teal.
Week Night Services begin
at 7:
Oct. 15 - Rev. Wayne Thompson and the First Baptist Institutional Church
Oct. 16 - Rev. Clarence
Williams and the Greater Mt.
Zion A.M.E. Church
Oct. 17 - Rev. Troy Adams
and the New Jerusalem M.B.
Church
Oct. 19 - 83rd Anniversary
Finale during the 10:45 a.m. Services
Oct. 21 - Church outing to
Mt. Sinai M.B. Church at 7 p.m.
Oct. 24 - Fall Festival Sponsored by the YAMS (Young Adult
Ministry) More details to come.
Oct. 31 - Monthly Business
Meeting at 7 p.m.
Weekly Scheduled Activities
for St. Mark
Sunday school held for both
children and adults of all ages.
Sunday school starts each Sun-

Pastor’s Corner
BY PASTOR SARAH EDWARDS
day morning at 9:30. All are invited to come out and join us.
Young
Adult
Ministry
(YAMS) Every Sunday at 9:30
a.m.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited
to come out study the Bible with
us, and learn “What Baptist Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal on Sundays from 2-4 p.m.
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible
Study is held every Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Wednesday evening
at 7.
Children Youth Ministry
Bible Study every Wednesday at
7:30 p.m.

Six weeks of faith-building teaching.
“How Faith Works”
Bishop Nathan Taylor is a
former Lakewood HS grad, and
is returning to the area to build
the faith of all believers.
“I believe God has given
faith to every person, whether it
be natural or spiritual.” His assignment is to teach people how
to unleash that ability to get positive results in their lives.

“When you discover what
you have and how to use it for
the ultimate breakthrough and
learn how to release that power
on a consistent basis, you will
conquer your world, and, even
defeat Satan on behalf of others.”
Meet Bishop Taylor ever y
Wed. night at 7:30 and Sun.

night at 7:30 at Faith Deliverance Church, 1700 Prescott St.
S., St. Petersburg. Your life will
never be the same.
“God has been equipping
me for over 30 years for such a
time as this. This is the victory
that overcomes the world, even
our faith.”
For more info: 813.420.0892

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
The Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church, the Pastor, Dr.
John A. Evans, Sr., Official Family and the entire Church Family
extend a cordial invitation to our
entire community to join “THE
SHIP” in fellowship at our 7:45
a.m. or the 10:45 a.m. worship
service, and Sunday Church
School at 9:30 a.m. The Ship is
taking up its anchor as we prepare to set sail in the month of
October. Please feel free to come
aboard as we venture out spreading the mighty word of God.
Want to stay close to home, join
us at the Church throughout the
week for our various programs
and ministries. Come join us as
we take this Christian journey for
it is Our Mission as a Church
Family of believers in Christ,
reaching out to the world,
preaching the gospel to the unsaved and teaching the saved to
serve by demonstrating the Love
of Christ.
Weekly Bible Studies and
other Church activities: Wednesday, Noon Day (12 p.m.) and
Prayer and Bible Study (7 p.m.);
AWANA Youth Enrichment program is back jointly every
Wednesday at 7 p.m., something
special for every child, learning
about God while having fun. The

Bread of Life Ministry is providing a needed service to our Senior and Disabled members,
volunteers are still needed,
please see Sister Renetta
Williams for further information.
The Clothing Pantry will now be
opened every 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month, from 9 a.m. to
noon. Donations of gently used
men and women business attire
are needed. Continue to pray for
our sick, shut-in, children,
men/women in uniform, and bereaved families.
Month
of
October:
CHURCH SUNDAY SCHOOL
RALLY BEGINS/BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
Oct. 18 – 12 Noon -Youth Explosion Rehearsal at Friendship.
All Youth are asked to attend.
Oct. 19 – 3 p.m. – Join
Friendship, Pastor Evans, Adult
Mass Choir, Male Chorus, Third
Sunday Ushers, Nurses Ministries & Congregation, as we fellowship with: New Jerusalem
Missionary Baptist Church, 1715
18th Ave. S., the Ministers Wives
Women in Red Celebration. Ministers Wives please come
dressed in ”RED.”
Oct. 20 – 7 p.m. – The 17/37
Pastor Anniversary Committee
Meeting – Members are asked to

wear black and be prepared to
take Committee Pictures.
Oct. 22 – 11 a.m. -The West
Coast AME District Conference
Annual Session, held at the
Downtown Hilton Hotel, Pastor
Evans the Keynote Preacher will
deliver the Ecumenical Message.
Transportation provided.
Oct. 25 – 7 p.m. – The 17/37
Pastor’s Anniversary Committee
proudly presents “A Night In
White.”
NEED
A
RIDE
TO
CHURCH? Call our Transportation Ministry – (727) 906-8300
and PRESS 2
Thought for the Week:
Sometimes the kindness of your
words will lift someone’s spirit.
Don’t let “THE SHIP” sail
without YOU! For additional information on any of the announcements, please contact us
by the following methods:
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, 3300 31st St. S., St.
Petersburg, Florida
33712
Church Office: (727) 906-8300
Visit Friendship’s Website:
www.fmbctheship.net E-Mail:
fmbc3300@verizon.net
Also Visit West Coast Baptist
Association Website: www.expericencethecoast.com

Visible Voices Christian
Community Association

Does love and marriage go together like
a horse and carriage?
It depends on how you
want to use your horse and
how you want to use your
carriage. If you desire to
travel in your carriage, you
can’t go anywhere until you
hitch your carriage up to the
power of a horse, mule, sled
dog or something that have
the strength to pull you and
your carriage forward to get
you to your destination. The
other option is leave the carriage alone; hop on the horse
and ride Sallie ride!
Of course, this is a parody. Irrespective of our status, race or economics,
everyone recognizes it is
love that shapes what is
good, righteousness and
true, and desire to love and
values being loved.
The bible clearly teaches
us God endowed humans to
express three kinds of love.
“Philos” love which allows us
to love others like our
brother or sister simply because He created them. Also,
I believe you’ll agree, it’ll
take more than this kind of
love for you to get hitched.
“Eros” love actually
means desire and longing for
gratification of your sexual
passion that’s driven by selfish motives and can function
independent of God. Unless
it’s redeemed by the Lord’s
presence, it becomes sheer
lust and can end up being
possessive and even abusive
since it always seeks to first
conquer and then control.
Physical attraction between a
man and a woman was never
intended to be selfish.
Therefore, we are given
the privilege of inviting
God’s Holy Spirit to abide
within us as a living testament that we abide in Him.
Then willingly allow His
presence to be dispersed
through us. This “Agape”

love seals the other two levels of love. Jesus revealed
His divine love for our Father
God in heaven and all humanity through obedience.
God empowers believers to
manifest His Agape love towards everyone whether
they are saved or not.
Loving should never be
determined by our feelings.
It’s more of a set of behaviors
that causes us to be. You
don’t have to actually feel it
for you to give it. It can be
shown through you without
feeling anything at all [Galatians 5:22].
Nouns are people, places
or a thing. Bed is a noun.
Marriage is not a noun. It
can be a verb when describing a “state of being” or a
pronoun when describing
types of nouns or another
pronoun i.e. ceremony or
wedding. These are pronouns. Married isn’t something you get. It’s something
you are. You don’t get married – you become married
because God cut a blood
covenant with the man and
his wife not as a license nor
as a wedding, but as a Holy
Matrimony. Matrimony is a
noun. Matrimony is the state
of being joined together as a
man and wife. It’s holy because God is holy. He alone
can sanctify it because He ordained it.
God performed His first
miracle among people who
had completed the three
“Cs” of their Holy Matrimony. Signing the “ketubbah” Covenant, displaying
the “chuppah” sexual Consummation cloth confirming
their virginity and the Celebration (marriage feast) held
at the groom’s home he prepared for his bride [Matthew
22].
Today, God’s Holy Matri-

mony is experienced when
the husband and his wife
abide in Christ and Christ
abides in them. Then the reality of God’s covenant becomes an impartation for
your state of being. God’s
presence in their midst is the
hitch needed for smooth
traveling on life’s rough
roads. Paul emphasizes this
truth “that husbands ought
to love their wives as their
own bodies. He who loves
his wife loves himself. No
one ever hated his own flesh
but nourishes and cherishes
it. Therefore, let each of you
love his own wife even as
himself.” [Ephesians 5]
God’s Holy Matrimony cannot be re-designed nor sanctioned by no one. Jesus
Christ sealed it with His
blood.
We must understand God
said from the beginning a
husband and wife are one.
God commanded that for
this cause a man shall leave
his father and mother and
unite with his wife as the two
shall become one flesh [Genesis 2:24] God created sex,
encouraged the husband and
wife to enjoy a lot of it upon
their marriage bed because
this is what makes the marriage bed holy. Oh God! Sexual culmination is the
ultimate form of worship. So
the husband needs his wife
and the wife needs her husband. The unity between
husband and wife is more
profound than the unity that
exists among all Christians,
as they are one.
If you want to travel forward in the life God has already predestined for you.
You’ll need to hitch your carriage to the right power.
Hitch your vows and bed to
the Holy covenant God created.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church, “God’s
House to the City,” under the
leadership of Dr. Rickey L.
Houston extends an invitation
to the community to join us as
we declare the living Word of
God. Join us at 9 a.m. for Sunday School and at 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Bible Study
and Teen Summit/Children
Rising are held on Wednesday
evening, at 7 p.m.
We cultivate the fullest
spiritual life possible both indi-

vidually and corporately; and
we communicate God’s truth
at every opportunity. Building
a Stronger Congregation and
Community to the Glory of
God. Living out these principles results in a kaleidoscope
of ministries for all ages and interests. We also encourage the
community to make use of our
Prayer Line. (727-321-9645)
Bethel Metropolitan is
looking forward to sharing e in
the celebration of Mt Sinai
Baptist Church 35th Anniver-

sary on Sun., Oct. 19 at 4 p.m.
The Mass Choir Male Ministry Ushers will serve.
Upcoming events for Oct.:
26 - Usher’s Ministry Anniversary 31st - Harvest Fest
“Maintaining the Faith to
Trust the Unseen in 2014”
Hebrews 11: 1, 6 II
Corinthians 4:1
Telephone: 727-327-0554
Fax: 727-327-0240
Email:bchur ch5@tampabay.rr.com
Website:
www.bmmbc.org
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BE SURE
TO CHECK
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